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We don’t see any negative impact on Acc of the recent 25 basis points hike in the policy rate.

Because company has very low debts.Meanwhile, we believe the topline sales of the company

will grow by 2 % to Rs 119.1 billion in the FY13-14 as compared to Rs 116.2 billion in the last

fiscal. This flat topline growth, coupled with low demand , Inflation rate, Input costs, High

Interest costs, and flat housing and construction activities. Cement demand emanates from four

key segments like housing accounting for 67%,construction accounting for 13%,commercial

construction for 11% and the industrial sector for rest 9%. However, Acc Ltd is maintaining its

contribution toward India’s cement Production demand at 9.24%. Acc has been confronting

severe problems on adequate demand, availability of input materials and logistic supports.Due to

low debt there may be, a steep 40% yearly drop in the finance cost of the company against Rs

115cr in last FY.The crude prices and the expected hike in diesel prices would put pressure on

cost side in terms of higher freight cost, and power and fuel cost. Due to low Sales the ROE% may

see a level lower than the previous fisal at the end of this year. In the 1HFY2013-14 Acc

witnessed a weak demand,we believe the 2QFY2013-14 pased through a worst condition due to

the Early Monsoon inaddition with higher inflation rate and poor economy .But in the coming

months the cement industry may face a growth of around 5% due to the 12th five year plan of

govt. on infrastructure and recent election outlook.
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Acc's PAT margin faced a steep fall in 2QFY2013-14 to 8.9% against 12.3% in 1Q due to weak

demand and rising input cost.PAT declined QoQ to 38% which is 259Cr against 418Cr in

corresponding quarter.EBIDTA fall around 29% where Operating profit Margin declined to 12.1%

against 19.1%.The current economic situation support the fall in topline adding to that the early

monsoon in India impact the cement demand a bit.Currently Acc stepping forwared with 65-75%

of its total capacity.Hoping for a rise in demand after the monsoon Acc preparing itself to enter

into new markets by more qualitative product and expanding its capacity aswell as market to

have a better comand over the forthcoming demand. we believe the pre election effect also

support the demand for acc to 5% YoY.Also Ambuja's deal may bring a supportive synergy for Acc

by expanding its rich over distributional channels and better logistic   support.
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The lower than expected demand growth in 1
st

Half of FY2013-14 (below 6%) and the continued

deterioration in the macro-economic environment, we expect the demand growth of ACC

cement to remain flattish in 3
rd

Quarter to marginally positive in Q4FY2013-14.However, the

utilization levels will decline due to stabilization of supply from new capacities, owing to

insufficient demand in the domestic market so as the NPM% and topline figure will come down

for this fiscal.
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Due to weak Demand for cement industry in the first half Acc couldn't able to achieve the

expected sales pattern.we believe keeping in mind the forth coming two quarter's growth will not

be able to satisfy the expected sales growth of Acc.By QE we find the ROE to be declining YoY. How

ever the revenue may rise after the september quarter.Acc future plans must help the revenue to

overcome the worst situations,its capacity expansion and expected synergy gain will help to

maintain a stable position in the cement industry in the coming years. Cement industry has faced

severe increase in input prices with a 100 per cent increase in high grade coal prices since 2010.

Oil prices and freight charges are also impacting negatively. ACC will have to pass on cost burden

to customers. Prices may go up 10-15 per cent depending on seasonality. Capacity expansion is

under the process,it will take acc to 33 mt from 30mt production. Acc 's market share is 10% in

total cement industry,vision is to double its revenue ,production capacity and market

share.However, given the lack of any triggers for re-rating in the near term, it is advisable to

remain very selective. We prefer UltraTech Cement due to its strong balance sheet. We rate ACC

as Neutral with target price of Rs.1235-1281.

ACC Limited.

The Cabinet Committee on Investment (CCI) iron out issues that come in the way of putting

infrastructure projects on stream cleared at least seven projects worth of Rs1,64,000 crore.
The government plans to spend US$ 1 trillion on infrastructure in the 12th five year plan period

(2012-17). The same during the 11th plan period was US$ 514 bn. The focus on infrastructure

development is expected to boost cement demand.

Acc Ltd. Aims to enter the north coastal Andhra Pradesh market through its product “Coastal Plus”

particularly suited to coastal areas as it is corrosion-proof.

ACC Ltd is planning to invest Rs 30bn to expand its capacity, at two existing plants – Jamul in

Chhattisgarh and Sindri in Jharkhand, the projects will be financed through internal accrual. 

To regain its lost market in West Bengal the company is now setting up a Rs 600-crore grinding unit 

near Kharagpur. 

The company had acquired a small cememt (Encore) in the Vishakhapatnam Special Economic

Zone and spent Rs.80 on it, making it a 30000ton per month.
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Out Look :

Acc is afoot ahead to rope in franchise manufactures to produce Bricks from Fly-ash by keeping in

tune with its capacity expansion in the eastern region. Truely a wide range of of product Basket

will give more business avenues to dealers. 
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